SDG1

NO POVERTY

Teaching

The self-mapping initiative POLIMI4SDGs identified only 1 teaching activity focused on the topic of SDG1, Development Economics, which aims to develop familiarity with some central themes and issues of economic development, and increase the understanding of the difference between growth and development, major growth theories, the measurement of inequality, significance of poverty, international trade, and role of foreign investments.

The testing of the keywords-based mapping methodology also yielded the same course, and identified 31 additional course units focused on SDG1; however, the pertinence of the majority of them does not appear to be satisfactory, suggesting that additional refining of the keywords is needed to achieve full mapping of teaching activities on this SDG.

Research

No recent research activity carried out at Politecnico di Milano makes explicit reference to SDG1, although a few projects indicate contributions to its achievement as secondary goals (3 research projects form the self-mapping initiative and 4 international cooperation projects with SDG11 as main focus).